In applying the theory of linear operators in Hubert spaces or spaces $p to the solution of differential equation problems, it is impossible to retain the. meaning of differentiation in the ordinary sense; the concept of differential operator must be extended. Two such extensions offer themselves, a "weak" and a "strong" one. Existence theorems, when derived by variational methods, result most directly in terms of the weak extensions.
In applying the theory of linear operators in Hubert spaces or spaces $p to the solution of differential equation problems, it is impossible to retain the. meaning of differentiation in the ordinary sense; the concept of differential operator must be extended. Two such extensions offer themselves, a "weak" and a "strong" one. Existence theorems, when derived by variational methods, result most directly in terms of the weak extensions.
It is the strong extension, however, which offers the natural approach to establishing properties of the solution; in particular those that lead to differentiability in the ordinary sense. The fact that both extensions are identical is therefore decisive.
The objective of this paper is to prove the identity of weak and strong extension for general linear differential operators. The main tool for the proof is a certain class of smoothing operators approximating unity, the "mollifiers." These mollifiers yield the identity of both extensions immediately for differential operators with constant coefficients; it is remarkable that they are a strong enough tool to yield this identity likewise for operators with non-constant coefficients. While the present paper is not concerned with the application to existence problems^), other miscellaneous applications and generalizations of the identity will be discussed.
In the main part of the paper ( § §1-3) the identity of weak and strong extensions is proved with reference to the function space 2P. Generalization to function spaces enjoying a certain translation property is possible ( §5). Under certain restrictions weak and strong extensions can be expressed in terms of adjointness ( §4). The miscellaneous applications ( §6) refer in particular, to underdetermined systems and to Haar's lemma. The space g can be extended to spaces ? = SP, complete with respect to the [January norm || || R, by either adjoining Lebesgue-integrable functions or by adjoining ideal elements (cf. Hausdorff, Mengenlehre, 2nd ed., 21.3, p. 106). (The space 8«, is here simply the space of continuous functions vanishing at the boundary of R.) Of course, we write w = 0 if ||«||Ä = 0 for u in 8. By 8* we denote the "adjoint" space 8* = 8P> with l/p* + \/p = l. For u in 8, u* in 8* the bilinear form («*, u)R = I u*udx can be defined and, as is well known, \(u*,u)R\ sMUMI*.
We further note the well known Lemma 1.1. If u in 8 is such that (û, u)R = 0for all û in j), then « = 0.
In §2 we shall obtain an incidental proof of it. We now proceed to extend the operator £ to a subspace © of 8, defined as follows:
The space & consists of all functions u in 8 to which there is a function v in 8 such that (1.2) (E*û, u)R = (Û, v)R holds for all û in j).
It is clear that ® contains $). Further u = 0 implies v = 0 by virtue of Lemma 1.1. Hence, the function v is uniquely assigned to u in ® and, consequently, v is linear in u. Further, for u in j), we have v = Eu. Therefore, when we set v = Eu for u in ©, the operation E, defined for u in ©, is an extension of the operator E defined for u in j); we term it the "weak" extension(2). For m in © we then have (1.1) with every ù in j).
To describe the "strong" extension we define:
The space 5 consists of all functions u in 8 to which there is a function v in 8 and, to every proper(3) subregion R' of R, a sequence ut, e-»0, of functions in j) such that (1.3) II«, -«H*-*0, ||£«. -»11«.-»0, ¿-»0.
(*) The operator E in @ could also be described as the adjoint of the formal adjoint E* in i> (cf. §4).
(J) A "proper subregior R' of R" is meant to be an open reeion contained in a bounded closed subdomain of Ä.
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Since relation (1.1) holds for w = w" relation (1.2) follows for all ù with R(ZR'; since R' was arbitrary, (1.2) holds for all ù in 3). Hence u is in & and v = Eu. Thus % is a subspace of ©. On the other hand, % contains 3)-The operator E defined in % is therefore an extension of E in 35, the "strong" extension (4) .
The goal of the present paper is the Main Theorem. g = ®.
Before proving the main theorem we should like to mention that generalizations of differential operators have been considered several times in the literature.
M. Bôcher [3] has replaced the potential equation Au=f by f(du/dn)ds = JJfdxdy (in obvious notation). G. C. Evans [4] has generalized differential operators in a similar manner, in particular, the operator gradient = {Di, • • • , Dm} [5] . These generalizations and our weak extension are related. The class of functions, which equal one inside and zero outside, of rectangular cells plays the same rôle in Evans' generalization as the class of functions ù in 35 in ours; instead of the left member in (1.2), an appropriate integral over the boundary of the cells occurs in Evans' definition and the resulting relation is to hold for almost all such cells. The identity of Evans' definition and the strong extension of the gradient was proved by C. B. Morrey [6] and J. W. Calkin [7] ; the main tool for this proof was the operation of averaging over rectangular cells, of which our mollifiers are an analogue.
A generalization of second order differential equations which is essentially identical with the weak extension in our sense was employed by N. Wiener [8] and by R. Courant [9] . The generalization introduced by D. C. Lewis [lO] for nonlinear second order differential equations is similar to the strong extension. The weak and strong extensions for gradient and divergence were introduced and identified by the author [l] and applied to elliptic differential operators. Similar definitions for various geometrical operators were used by H. Weyl [11] .
The extensions as proposed in the present paper offer several advantages. They are formulated solely in terms of the norm of the function spaces in which the extension is desired. No reference to the properties of the functions in relation to Lebesgue's theory is necessary. Also, it is not necessary to ascribe any meaning to the individual terms D^u in the extension of A^D^u, It is true that the scope of our extension procedure is limited. For example, our procedure cannot be employed directly to extend differential operators into the space of bounded measurable functions u(x) with the norm ||w|| =true maximum |w(#)| ; for, the manifold of continuous functions is not dense in this space (cf., however, §5, p. 28). However, in Hubert spaces or spaces 8P, our method leads in a most direct way to the essential general properties of differential operators.
2. Integral operators. The proof of the main theorem evidently requires the construction, for every u in ®, of a sequence w« in ¿) such that relation (1.3) holds. This construction will be performed with the aid of certain integral operators.
It is convenient to formulate a few general properties of integral operators, which will be applied in two different cases.
By k we denote matrices which transform functions u into functions ku. Let R' be a proper subregion of R. Then we consider matrices k = k(x', x) which are continuous functions of the pair (x1', x) of points x' in R, x in R. We shall require property
The number e is to be so small that all these cells are within a certain closed subdomain R0; we sometimes emphasize property PI by setting k = kt.
We take k(x', x) as the kernel of an integral operator K, which transforms every function m in S into the function
Ku is in Ê' (that is, in the space S with reference to the subregion R'). Clearly, there is a constant C such that |Xw(:x;')| = C||w1|r. Consequently, the operator K can be extended to functions in 8; the function Ku for u in 8 is also in Ê'.
If k(x', x) possesses continuous derivatives Dllk(x', x) with respect to #"', then Ku(x') is in £)' for u in 8.
The adjoint K* of K is defined as the integral operator with the kernel k*(x', x); here k* is the transposed of the matrix k. The operator K* transforms functions u in L' into functions
which are in g. The operators K and K* are related through the identity We further introduce the "norm"
of the operator K. Then we have
This inequality is derived in the same manner as (2.2), first for functions u in S; it then carries over to u in 2. We now consider a sequence of operators Kt, e-»0, enjoying property PI and further PI I. The norms ||2sT€|| have a common bound K¡¡,
The matrices k were so far assumed to transform systems of s functions into systems of t functions. All that has been stated, of course, also holds if k is a square matrix, that is, transforms systems of s (or t) functions into systems of 5 (or /) functions. In case k is a square matrix we further require property PHI. There is a number k such that (2.5) 2sTel = kî holds for x' in R', 1 being the unit matrix, that is, To do this we set vt = Ktu -KU if k, is a square matrix and PIII holds, and vt = Ktu if PIIIo holds. In both cases we find
First we assume that u(x) is in g and let w« be the maximum of
by virtue of (2.2) and PI, PII, we have | ».(*') I = \\K.\\u. g Kg«,.
Due to the uniform continuity of u(x) we have we-»0 as e-»0. Consequently, vt(x')-»0 as e->0 uniformly in R'. Relations (2.6), (2. Then we set, for « > 0,
(Here 1 is the unit matrix of order either 5 or t.) Clearly j, enjoys property PI We mention incidentally that relation (2.9) yields a proof of Lemma 1.1. We need only consider the matrix jt(x' -x) for fixed x' as a system of functions in 3). The assumption of Lemma 1.1 then leads to Jtu(x') = 0. Consequently (2.9) yields ||«||r' = 0. Since R' was arbitrary we have ||m||r = 0.
The main application of the mollifiers, however, is that they furnish in ut = J,u, for u in ®, an approximating sequence as required for the strong extension. UÄ.U; -Z¿j,-\\ Zy + mt) which is independent of e. Thus property PI I is established for H,. Relation (3.10) is then a consequence of (2.6)0 applied to Kt = Hf.
Addition of (3.9) and (3.10) yields (3.8) for « in ® by virtue of identity as €-»0, in view of (3.8) and (2.9) applied to Eu. Since also ||«t -«||Ä-»0, it is shown that u is in g-Thus the main theorem is proved. The operator H in $ is the closure of iß' Ciß if to every « in iß there is a sequence ««in iß' such that II«.-«lU-^o, ||#«, -£r«||Ä-»o, e-»o.
Let %x consist of all « in g to which there is a sequence w« in 35 such that (4.1) K«, -w||R-»0, ||£«, -JEw||R-»0, e-»0.
Then E in %K is the closure of E in 35; in general ^"F^tÇ. One observes that the difference of the definition of g and g« lies in the fact that relation (4.1) refers to the total region J? and not only to subregion R'. The condition for a function in % to belong to g» can be considered a boundary condition (cf.
[l,p. 534 and 9, p. 481]).
The operator H* in iß*C8* is the adjoint to H in iß if («*, Hu)R = (v*, u)R for «*, v* in 8*, and all « in iß, implies u* in iß* and H*u* = v*. An adjoint operator is always closed. Clearly, the operator E in ® = gC8 is the adjoint to E* in 35 and hence to E* in g«*, as is seen from the definition of @. The question arises whether E in gMC8 is the adjoint to E* in g*. Let us denote by @w the space of all « in g for which (4. 2) (£*«*, u)R = («*, u)R holds with all «* in g*. Then E in ©"C8 is the adjoint of E* in §*. Our aim is to investigate whether or not ©w = $*, is true. In case 8 = 82 is a Hubert space, ©oo = 5m follows from ®* = 5* by virtue of the projection theorem, as von Neumann [13] had discovered. For the special operator gradient, which transforms u into grad «= {D\u, • • • , Dmu}, it could be proved to be true for spaces 8 = 8j, using a result of Morrey [14a] . For our general differential operators this reciprocity obtains at least if the coefficients A, B, and the region R satisfy restrictive conditions. We formulate very strong restrictive conditions. We term a region contractible if to every e > 0 there is a one-to-one mapping x'=T,(x) of R onto a proper subregion of R, satisfying the following conditions:
1. The cells C,(T,(x)) are in a bounded closed subdomain of R when x is in R.
2. T,(x) possesses continuous second derivatives. That is, the restriction to subregions R' in relation (1.3), defining the strong extension, can be omitted.
To prove the statement one need only set «< = /,*«, J, being the operator as introduced in this section. Otherwise the proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.1 (by the way, property 5 is not even used). We refrain from carrying it through.
5. Generalized norms. It may be of interest to note that the main theorem holds with reference to a more general type of norms. The norms we have in mind are characterized by the following properties :
I. To every subregion S of R, the norm ||«||s is defined such that (5.1) MkáMU.
if St c s».
II. Let ua(x) =u(x -a), a being an w-dimensional vector; denote by S-\-a the region of all x for which x -a is in S. Assume that S and S-j-a are in R. We then introduce a space 8 which with respect to the norm ||«|| is complete and contains 6 densely. The latter condition entails property IV. For every proper subregion R' of R, A different generalization, the "Morrey norm"(6) can be defined as follows: Let SX',r be the common part of S and the circle | a; -jc'| <e, x' being a point in S. Then, with ß^m, we set
Property III will be valid if the space 8 is defined as the closure of (£. There is, however, another possibility of defining a space 5DÎ, which is complete with respect to Mr*, namely, as the space of all u in 8P for which MvR(u) is finite. This space 3)1 does not enjoy property IV (for ß>0), as can be seen by obvious counter-examples.
For ß = m, in particular, we have MRm(u) = (u)R. In this case, therefore, 8 is the space of continuous functions vanishing at the boundary of R, while SDí is equivalent to the class of essentially bounded measurable functions, which is known not to contain S densely. For such spaces SO?, therefore, our main theorem does not hold, unless the definition of the strong extension is modified by substituting NR for
Mjf in (1.3).
Finally we mention that the Holder norm
is not covered by the theory of the present section. We first consider integral operators of a special kind.
(6) Morrey [14] had used the condition that M*¿(u) be finite (for p = 2, m = 2, /3<1) and discovered that it is the clue to a treatment of nonquadratic minimum problems.
Let R' be a proper subregion of R. Choose e so small that the cell C«(x'), \xf -xr\ ^e, r = l, Htu(x') -ku(x') = f h,(y)[uy(x') -u(x')]dy, whence, as for the proof of (5.5),
||22.« -ku\\r. = ||22«|| ||«" -u\\R ^ 22o||«» -«||ä.
R and e being such that all R'-\-y are in 22 and all R+y are in R when y is in C Property IV then yields (5.7).
Relations (5.5) and (5.7) are sufficient to establish the properties of the mollifiers in the sense of §2.
It is necessary to generalize inequality (5.5). Let h,(y) be as before and let g,(x', x) be a matrix which is' continuous for x' in R', x in R. Then we consider the operator K, which transforms tí (at) into K,u(x') = II ht(x -x)ge(x', x)u(x)dx.
We set
With ( Thus, by a limit process as before, we obtain (5.9) first for u in É, then for « in 8.
Inequality (5.9) is sufficient to derive relations (2.6)0 for the special operators K, now considered. Clearly the same holds for the sum of such operators.
The operator D"(A¿ -3p)/<* = -D~Äß'Jf + (Ai -Äß)DJtis such a sum. Indeed, ((D^A»)) and ||/«|| are bounded; also e~l((Aß -A»)) and ej|D"J,'|| are bounded. Therefore, the argument of §3 remains valid. As a result the main theorem holds for norms of the general type considered in this section.
6. Miscellaneous applications. In this section we give divers applications of the main theorem. that led to the main theorem, we prove a statement which is essentially equivalent to "Haar's lemma." It refers to a pair of functions u= {«1, u%} of two variables {x\, X2}, and concerns the operators divergence, which transforms u into div u = 2?i«i + D2U2, and rotation, which transforms a function v into the system rot n = {D2V, -Div}.
These operators are connected through the formal relation div rot v = 0. The theorem then reads as follows. Co being a circle, properly contained in R, chosen at pleasure. Then through v= Vu a linear operator is defined for all « in 35 with div tí = 0; for such u, the relation rot Vu = 0 holds identically. We proceed to show that this operator V can be extended to all u in ® (div) with div u = 0. Let u be such a function, R' a proper subregion. Then we consider the sequence ut = J,u, defined for any subregion R". By virtue of identity (3.1) (for £ = div), we have div tí. = /< div m = 0. Hence the operator V is applicable to ut. We have ||tt. -w||r"->0 as e-»0, or ||w, -Kä||j?"->0 as e, 5->0. We now make use of the Lemma. To every proper subregion R' there is a proper subregion R"CZR' and a constant C such that for u in 35 with div u = 0 (6.3) ||F«||s. « C||«|U».
We postpone the proof of this lemma. We observe that (6.3) implies || Vu,-Vu¡\\R'->0; hence there is a function v in 8 such that || Vu,-v\\R>-+0. JSince rot Vu, = ut and ||w« -«||R'-^0 it is clear that v is in % (rot) and rot v = u.
Inequality (6.3) is, in view of (6.2), equivalent with (6.4) ||f-»o||ji.aC||roti>|U».
where
